10148: "people met while in venice like a crazy neighbour playing the guitar and
singing very loud also giving me some guitar lessons and folk met down the very
south of lido beach but also getting to know better the hasselblad foundation
curator and her girlfriend whom we hosted for over a week and also getting to know
an estonian girl renting for some days our room"
08122: "a lyrebird fable inspired by a small documentary and focusing exclusively
on the bird feature to imitate sounds to at first set up a revenge against the
human exploiters but then involving the whole of the universal creatures including
the god themselves"
07201: "simple painting executed now dedicating more time in my study with myrthe
at home due to the coronavirus outbreak and preparing the base of the painting
using six primary crayons i got from little livia to determine the surfaces after
drawing them and prior painting them"
12195: "finding it almost impossible to find actiual data of casualties in the
main newspapers all talking about the coronavirus outbreak in similar terms but
all

attempting

to

subscribe

now

that

millions

are

in

quarantine

and

wait

constantly for news and having to find more reliable sources to update the
constant shift in number of deaths per country as well as searching non virus
related casualties and virus related casualties more related to northern italy"
16147: "experiencing at last some decent weather here in holland after a gray and
windy and rainy end of the winter with at last some early spring days taking
advantage to be often outside with the kids particularly by the river to avoid the
crowd gathered in our town after proximity restrictions have been applied to avoid
the spread of the coronavirus"
05147: "taking several walks always in the netherlands with now a better weather
and also my kids seating both in the double strollers crossing utrecht a few times
with them and mostly otherwise walking in culemborg and only taking a long walk
alone in rotterdam waiting for a meeting at the art academy there exploring the
west of the city finding an abandoned railway to walk on but then getting back to
culemborg and having to keep it there with a lockdown of the city given the
coronavirus outbreak and at this point keeping up my walks with the kids mostly in
natural areas avoiding busy places"
17112: "some time spent in the netherlands observing clouds there like during a
walk in rotterdam and later traveling across sweden by plane checking clouds
outside before flying across the united states also annotating clouds above the
rocky mountains before landing in san francisco"
12196: "recording many casualties from all over the world with the coronavirus
outbreak killing thousands in most nations and with deaths growing exponentially
and the epicenter moving from asia to europe and from europe now slowly to north

america but not yet hitting so much the other hemisphere"
18143: "a month with far less wind than the month before and some days of
stillness enjoying going out with the kids but also still some days of not so
intense but constant wind quite cold especially in the end"
07202: "painting executed during the coronavirus outbreak now with myrthe left
home from work and myself spending more time in the attic painting despite the
little light and this time also venturingwith dynamic shapes cutting left to right
and almost upward the square panel keeping intact the colour palette but ith
recovering the red dot at the epicenter"
12197: "still very high number of casualties due to the coronavirus outbreak with
its epicenter now in southern europe recording the many casualties appearing daily
in the news and only a few other non virus related casualties always waiting for
the evening announcement to study the trend of the pandemic"
12198: "conducting a more in depth and thorough recording of the coronavirus
casualties not only in europe but around the world noticing a surge outside the
epicenter with cases in south america but also india and australia"
09127: "still recording consistently my thoughts but not having the right occasion
to fully think through them with my kids to take care of during my walks and the
big

stroller

to

push

and

also

many

other

people

around

in

town

with

the

coronavirus outbreak forcing them home with their kids and also thinking about
this outbreak and the obsessive attachment of the most christian bourgeoisies to
their old lives"
13200: "still with august and the kids exploring both culemborg and utrecht but
also going to the den bosch carnival and later to amsterdam before limiting any
visit to any city due to the coronavirus outbreak also in the netherlands and
making at last for the last time out of culemborg for a meeting in rotterdam and
walking quite extensively there to at last self-confine ourselves to our small
town waiting for the pandemic to stop and only filming public places there"
15133: "a last visit to utrecht with the kids experiencing some traffic there
before

getting

locked

up

in

our

small

town

with

the

coronavirus

outbreak

restrictions and experiencing very little traffic keeping mostly by the river but
also inhaling some pollution making it to the hardware store to buy material to
keep on prototyping the numerical tags of my project"
03134: "listening to quite some radio driving back at night from hamburg and also
later making it with livia to rotterdam singing songs and visiting pyotr and his
kids with all his music toys and then also listening more songs with the approach
of christmas as well as keeping up singing songs both to livia and little
silvester"

